Log Extender
Easy harmonization of program attributes

The Log Extender is designed to easily harmonize program titles and other program
attributes.
In addition to harmonizing data such as the program title in the official program logs, the Log
Extender allows you to append your own additional information to the program logs such as
production company, acquisition cost, extended genre classification etc.
Once a title is harmonized new transmissions will automatically be linked to the harmonized
title, and changes to data back in time will be handled automatically.
All data changes will instantly be available in AdvantEdge for analysis:

The log Extender has 3 sections: Title harmonization, Category assignment, Telecast
Exceptions

User interface
Title harmonization scans the data and displays the number of transmissions for each unique
title.
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The user can right click on a title or several titles and harmonize them. The data will be
available in AdvantEdge for analysis instantly.

Typically different series can appear under different titles in the program log. In this example
The Simpsons appears under “Simpsons” and “Simpsons s21”.
By the click of a button both titles are harmonized to “Simpsons”. All future transmissions
with those titles will automatically be harmonized.
Once the initial harmonization work has been done the window will only display new titles
which have not yet been harmonized creating an easy overview.
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Category assignment
In the category assignment section it is possible to add additional attributes to the program
that has been harmonized. The additional attributes could be extended genre classification,
acquisition cost, production company, first airing date etc.
All these attributes will automatically be added to all harmonized program titles in
AdvantEdge on both back data and future data.
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Telecast Exceptions
Telecast Exceptions displays every single transmission with date and time, original title and
harmonized title.
This allows you to make exceptions from the rules that are applied only to the specified
transmissions.
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AdvantEdge
The changes made in the Log Extender are instantly available in AdvantEdge.
This allows you to search and filter on harmonized titles and additional program attributes.
The data is displayed as columns in the programme list view and can also be used in the
crosstab to split data in the same as any other attribute.
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Further Information
Please contact us for more information:
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TechEdge A/S
Voice: +45 35 31 40 80
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Voice: +65 6602 8114
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TechEdge UK Ltd.
+44 20 7100 9948

TechEdge America Inc.
Voice: +1 305 890 2941

Email: mail@grouptechedge.com
Web: http://www.grouptechedge.com

